Your Imagination Realized

Villa

www.sternberglighting.com
Express Your Vision... Reflect Your Style

With the new Villa family from Sternberg Lighting, the power to create is in your hands. This classic urban design form can be tailored to the specifics of your vision, to complement your space and architectural characteristics like no other luminaire. Choose from a variety of elements to create a fixture that is uniquely yours. Perfectly suited for a wide variety of area and street lighting, Villa is available in multiple sizes and mounting configurations, each of which can be designed using a variety of internal and external components. For a bolder statement, choose an optional custom highlight finish to accentuate your design with a personalized signature that only you can bring to your project.*

Sizes

Mountings

Base Models

Roofs

Internal Lens

Optic

Internal Housing

Other Options

*Custom highlights available on special request. Consult factory for more information.
A Few Examples Where Your Imagination May Take You...

Model B
Roof RD
Lens SV2RB
Housing IH3
Color UCHS

Model A
Roof RD
Lens SV4
Housing IH5
Color ULB

Model C
Roof RC
Lens SV2RB
Housing IH3
Color USL

External Rings
Color UB

Model C
Roof RC
Lens SV4
Housing IH4
Color USL

External Rings
Color UB

Model A
Roof RD
Lens TSL
Housing IH6
Color USL

Custom Highlights
UGM/Gold
Standard features/options include:

- Manufactured with die cast and permanent mold tooling
- Dimming electronic driver
- 7-pin receptacle for wireless controls
- CCTs of 2700K, 3000K, 4000K, 5000K
- Minimum L70 of 100,000 hrs
- Exceptional delivered efficacy
- 1710LED: 7500 delivered lumens
- 1720LED: 9000 delivered lumens
- 7-yr limited warranty
- Optical chamber sealed to IP66
- Custom highlight finishes available
Sternberg Lighting has created a legacy of old world craftsmanship that dates back to the company’s inception in 1923. The work ethic and product innovations that made the early Sternberg company successful are still being practiced today by our Employee Owners. Our dedicated staff, attention to detail, and quality production processes are what make Sternberg a world class company.

Sternberg Lighting serves the municipal, landscape, higher education and commercial markets providing efficient and cost effective lighting solutions to the outdoor market.

See our complete catalog online at: www.sternberglighting.com